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Nanomax Hair Repair
Nanomax Hair Repair: Is your hair badly damaged from straightening, colouring or bleaching?
Nanomax has been withdrawn from the UK market when it's distributor ceased trading earlier in
2012. We believe this was the because of the amazing results being acheived by what were called
Brazilian Straightening Systems. We've been using the systems from GK Hair (formerly Global
Keratin) since they first launched in the UK. GK Hair have just (June 2012) released a new system
called 'The Best' which we believe is the best hair treatment on the market, read more here. 'The
Best' will defrizz and improve the condition of hair without straightening! It also allows you to wash
your hair immediately after treatment which is a major step forward on previous systems.
Call us on 0845 88 88 333
/ 0207 580 3669 for your free consultation.
AC_VHost_Embed_2885(300, 400, 'FFFFFF', 1, 1, 80657, 0, 0, 0,
'6e89aeb5af715ea012f0a7fd7e5cd94e', 6); The Nanomax Permanent Hair Repair range uses
nanomolecular technology to turn back time and restore your hair to its former glory! Using
particles so small that they can penetrate the hair shaft, NANOMAX replaces the vital components
of the hair structure to restore its health, vitality, strength and shine. Five treatments are available in
two types. ->Three Hair Repairers, Intensive,
Repair and Hydrate.
->Two Hair Enhancers, ColourLock
and 3D Shine ... ask us for details. Available now at
ColourNation London You need NANOMAX &#8211; a revolution in Hair Repair! Have you let
your hair down by straightening everyday, over blow-drying or constantly colouring &#8211; is it
weak and stretchy, dry and frizzy or just completely out of control? Does it lack shine, vitality and
lustre? Don&#8217;t despair - a new radical hair treatment is available at a salon very near
you&#8230;&#8230;&#8230; NANOMAX&#8482; is a professional, prescriptive and revolutionary
range of hair damage repair treatments and specialist &#8216;hair enhancing&#8217; treatments
that answer all your hair care worries! The range uses nanomolecular technology to turn back time
and restore your hair to its former glory! Using particles so small that they can penetrate the hair
shaft, NANOMAX&#8482; replaces the vital components of the hair structure to restore its health,
vitality, strength and shine.
The NANOMAX&#8482; Hair Treatments range incorporates the following
services:Permanent Hair Damage Repair Services
There are three variants of Permanent Hair Damage Repair treatments depending
on the
level and type of damage. All of them &#8216;inject&#8217; biochemically
engineered protein
into the structure of the hair to repair and restore
the hair&#8217;s natural health, flexibility,
strength and shine. The
three products can be used in combination as part of a 3 treatment
course,
to achieve the best possible results.
NANOMAX&#8482; repair &#8211; works on
the cuticle or
outer layers of the hair. Suitable for heat-damaged hair (especially by
straighteners), to reverse normal everyday wear and tear, and also for
chemically-treated hair
in good condition.
NANOMAX&#8482; intensive &#8211; a more concentrated
product
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that works on the cuticle and the inner hair structure, the cortex.
Suitable for more serious
damage caused by colour, bleach and other chemicals,
as well as very weak natural hair.
NANOMAX&#8482; hydrate &#8211; inserts moisture-capturing
proteins into the inner hair
structure, making it more manageable. Suitable
for naturally dry, frizzy or dehydrated hair.
Hydrate is suitable to be
used as part of a NANOMAX&#8482; treatment course on all
damaged hair
or as a course of three treatments on its own.
NEW Services
In addition to the Permanent Hair Damage Repair services, NANOMAX&#8482;
has
utilised nanomolecular technology to create two brand new services
available in the
salon&#8230;&#8230;
NANOMAX&#8482; colourlock &#8211; seals, and protects
all
coloured hair after a colour service to help prevent colour fade by
up to an amazing 49%! Also
adds a gorgeous shine.
NANOMAX&#8482; 3D shine &#8211; a revolutionary shine treatment
for all hair types
and textures that gives an instant, deep intense shine
that smoothes and at the same time
helps prevent frizz with its anti-humidity
ingredients.
The NANOMAX&#8482;
processes The luxury Permanent Hair Damage Repair treatments take up to an hour in a
professional salon and are all 3 phase services. PHASE 1 &#8211; A deep cleansing shampoo with
NANOMAX&#8482; Pre-treatment Cleanser. This ensures that the hair is clean and pH balanced
yet detangled and easy to comb. Hair is then blow dried fully ensuring that there is lift at the roots
and that excess moisture has gone from the surface of the hair. PHASE 2 &#8211; The
revolutionary NANOMAX&#8482; Microsystem activates the solutions, which creates a fine mist of
protein nanomolecules. This mist is applied section-by-section to your hair, to insert the tiny
particles into the damaged areas of the hair structure. Excess moisture is evaporated by a low
heat with either a blow dryer or temperature-controlled straighteners/curling irons. PHASE 3
&#8211; The lock-in stage. This phase is carried out in the same way as the first, but using the
NANOMAX&#8482; &#8216;sealing mist&#8217; to lock the nanomolecules into the hair and
ensure incredible shine. SMALL IS BEAUTIFUL
In the quest for hair and
beauty perfection, billions of dollars are being spent on painstaking
research and meticulous development into a new and exciting branch of
science nanotechnology.
Nanotechnology works with particles
less than 100,000th of the width of a
human hair, or at an atomic level.
To give you an idea of size,
a metre is 1000 millimetres
and each millimetre is made up of 1 million
nanometres!
To the right is a highly magnified
grain of sand with a hole drilled through it. The hole is 30,000 nanometres
wide and you
could fit billions of nanomolecular particles into it!
When it comes to hair and beauty,
products in nanomolecular-size particles can be much more effective than
ordinary products
and can guarantee the most successful and beautiful
results.
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YOUR HAIR STRUCTURE
Hairdressers will tell you
that hair is made from the
combination of a complex natural protein called
keratin, and moisture.
In normal healthy
hair, keratin
accounts for about 90% of the structure and moisture the remaining 10%.
Keratin is principally responsible for the hair's strength and resistance
to general wear, while
moisture is mostly responsible for its elasticity,
flexibility, softness and manageability.
The
correct balance of protein
and moisture is essential for healthy, shiny hair.
Unfortunately,
hair keratin
is damaged and moisture can be depleted by straighteners, colours, perms,
blow-drying, the sun, pollution, pool chemicals and even everyday wear
and tear, like brushing.
The damage can make the hair
feel coarse, look out of condition and become difficult to
manage and
style. Under an electron microscope this damage can be recognised in the
form of cracks, splits and craters in the hair, as can be seen in this
highly magnified hair strand.
ADVANCED CARE
Now, from the company that
brought you TANAGRA, the world's
first permanent hair repair service,
comes the latest scientific breakthrough in professional hair
care - NANOMAX.
NANOMAX is a professional,
prescriptive range of hair damage repair
treatments and specialist 'hair
enhancing' treatments.
The unique TCQ nanomolecular
ionic technology used in our biochemically engineered formulations ensure
beautiful effects on
all hair types and textures.
Unlike ordinary cream or liquid
treatments, NANOMAX
treatments have to be turned into a mist by a specially
designed electronic Microsystem and
then applied to the hair with special
ceramic brushes. This incredibly fine and powerful
penetrating mist infuses
tiny nanomolecules (particles so small you could fit millions on to a
pin-head!) into the hair structure to heal, repair, strengthen, protect
and shine.
So, now
your hair can be just
how nature intended beautifully soft, shiny and healthy!
The
Results
After just one treatment with NANOMAX&#8482; you will notice the difference compared to other
&#8216;conditioning treatments&#8217;. The hair feels lighter, softer and more flexible with no
additional product required. After three treatments you will have fully restored and repaired hair that
is strong, flexible and more manageable. NANOMAX&#8482; Permanent Hair Damage Repair is
a specialist course of three treatments using either repair, intensive or hydrate and carried out
within a professional hairdressing salon. The NANOMAX&#8482; Hair Enhancing treatments,
colourlock and 3D shine, take around 30 minutes in a professional salon and are both single phase
services. NANOMAX&#8482; launches this month and now you can be one of the first to benefit
from its unique repairing properties at ColourNation, one of the leading salons in London.
NANOMAX&#8482; Hair Experts will diagnose your hair and then prescribe the best treatment for
you. To book your NANOMAX&#8482; consultation, please call 0845 88 88 333.
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